
The Frontier Service Research Institute was established about three

years ago and, based on a new perspective with respect to marketing

and IT technology, is involved in research and development for the

provision of services with value and comfort to passengers who use

the railway.  Moreover, New Frontier 2008 that has been positioned as

the medium term management concept of JR East Railway Company

positions the station as the most important management resource of

the company and has identified the creation of a new 21st century

type of station as a goal.  Today, based on this background, I will

present the research and development efforts being undertaken

towards the creation of a new station.

2.1 Activities with respect to Stations and the Voice of

Customers

The following are three typical examples of customers' opinions with

respect to our efforts concerning stations.  First, there is the opinion

on the operational information that is provided to the passengers.

Though JR East Japan is making efforts towards the deployment of

LEDs at the ticket gates for announcing abnormal operational

situations and the provision of information over the Internet, there is

still dissatisfaction regarding the provision of information with

attention to details in the event of an abnormal situation.  Secondly,

there is the handling of matters at the reserved-ticket offices.  While

there are such systems as reserved-seat vending machines, Internet

reservation systems and Station Net and vending machines that the

customer is capable of operating, the demand for services at the seat

reservation office that adapt to specific circumstances remains strong.

Thirdly, there is the matter of restrooms.  Despite the fact that efforts

have been made to upgrade and improve the cleaning of these

facilities, demand for restrooms that give a more sanitary impression

and are cleaned thoroughly remains strong.

2.2 Results of Past Research and Development

Let me introduce examples of past efforts at research and

development that have been put to practical use.  The initiatives

taken in terms of practical application began with Suica, moving on to

the development of a POS system in the "Let's Kiosk" program that

enables shopping using Suica, screw type elevators that may be

installed in limited space as a facility for stations, the development of

the 'escal' that is a simplified lifting system that takes the place of

such devices as the elevator, and the quiet environment created by

the suspended vibration isolation system that has been introduced at

Hotel Maihama.
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3.1 The Concept of the Station Targeted by JR East Japan

JR East Japan has been involved in various innovative initiatives to

make the station a place where customers gather and enjoy

themselves rather than just a place through which passengers pass

and the company believes that the creation of stations that can adapt

to such changes in the social environment will become increasingly

necessary in the future.  As a concept of the station that JR East Japan

targets, I would like to introduce the following three aspects:

'customer satisfaction,' 'harmonious coexistence with society' and

'increased income through the provision of superior services.'

Looking first at 'customer satisfaction,' consideration also needs to be

given to foreigners and physically or mentally challenged people.

With respect to 'harmonious coexistence with society,' the concept

that the station is a community that is in coordination with the local

community and consideration of the environment are required.  In

terms of 'increased income through the provision of superior services'

the provision of services that will lead to increased demand or a sales

system that can achieve increased income will be targeted.

3.2 Categorization of Stations

The most general method is to categorize stations by the scale but

here, I would like to introduce the categorization of stations based on

the format of use by customers such as the 'nearest station,' 'transfer

station' and 'tourism station.'

Among these, the 'nearest station' is considered the most important

station since it is used by the customer on an everyday basis.  What

the customer desires of the 'nearest station,' in addition to such

characteristics as pleasing design or the existence of a symbol and

friendly station staff, superior atmosphere and familiarity that provides

a sense of security, in communication with the community, exchange

of values with Suica used as the medium, and other linkage with the

community in mutual supplementary roles.  We believe that the

decisive factor is the extent to which such stations can be made a

facility that is familiar to the customers in the community.

Next, we will propose the virtual station.  This is a station that is

virtual in character and provides the same services as a real station

but in a centralized manner and is viewed as a new point of service

that provides the functions of a station to the customer through the

use of such technology as IT.  The functions normally provided at a

station are such functions as sales, assistance, advisory services and

response to requests and inquiries and customers complain that the

counterpart of inquiries changes depending on the content of the

inquiry and that they are often kept waiting.  For this reason, by

integrating the three functions and creating a virtual ticket window at

a station on the network, such benefits as the provision of services

regardless of location and ease of understanding through

centralization of the ticket window may be realized.  The image is of

a system that is not limited to machines but that involves a combining

of a support system that utilizes IT with the customer center.

3.3 Functions Expected of Stations, Functions that Need to be

Provided

Here I will explain the functions that are expected of stations and the

functions that need to be provided by stations.  We think of this in

three stages.  First, there are the 'functions that are taken for granted'

such as a feeling of security, comfort, pleasant environment, barrier

free environment, and appropriate response to foreigners.  Next there

are the 'standard functions' such as smooth purchasing of tickets,

provision of operational information during abnormal situations, and

provision of services that address life needs.  And lastly, there are the

'advanced functions' that provide information based on customer

specific circumstances, transport of luggage including hand baggage,

and use of robots.  Through realizing these functions, the creation of

a station that can provide for the development of comfortable space,

development of waiting rooms and resolution of the feelings of

anxiety during congestion is being targeted towards achieving

comfortable station environment, easy to understand station

announcements, consideration given to senior citizens, foreigners, and

physically or mentally challenged people, seamless movement within
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the station such as seamless transfers and easy to use services as

represented by the smooth purchase of tickets.

4.1 Next Generation Ticketing

Towards the next generation ticketing system, we are working on

three issues, 'touchless and gateless ticket examination,' 'improvement

of the process for purchasing tickets,' and 'network ticketing towards

ticketless operation.'  With respect to the innovation of ticketing, in

the future, ticket gates will become touchless thus doing away with

the need to touch the gate and beyond this, the intention is to target a

gateless system that does away with the ticket examination gate.  The

basic technology through which this touchless system will be realized

is RFID (Radio Frequency-Identification).

Technologies for writing ID information held by an IC tag using

wireless technology are various and range from such long radio

waves as the 135 KHz band to the 13.56 MHz band used by Suica, the

UHF band used in Europe and the United States, and the 2.45 GHz

band used in microwave ovens.  Looking at the distance of

transmission, while distances of several tens of centimeters or about 1

meter are most common, transmission to 3 m or 7 m is possible using

the UHF band and it is believed that the UHF band is most promising

in the development of a touchless system.  The outlook in Japan is

that use of the UHF band will be approved in the future and it is our

intention to promote research towards practical application.

With respect to the image of the touchless gate, the merit is not only

that there is no need to show the ticket at the ticket gate machine but

also that the provision of new services such as navigation will be

enabled.  Basic research is being conducted beginning with the

measurement of the transmission area when passing between

antennae that act as the image of a ticket gate.  The conditions that

affect the measurement are such factors as the height and place of

storage, orientation, and speed of walking and the effect of the

intervention of small changes and metals and there is also the

intention to study the effects of the fluids in the body.  Moreover, as
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application tests, recognition when multiple routes are set up, tests

regarding whether or not the same level of processing performance as

with Suica may be achieved, tests assuming rush hour conditions, and

methods of use in places other than the ticket gates are being

reviewed.

Next, there is the issue of improvement of the process of purchasing a

ticket.  Currently, conversion to new methods of sales such as sales

utilizing the Internet and station sales system through appropriate

combination of man and machines is being promoted.  The approach

in the development program will begin with analysis of the content of

communication with staff at the ticket windows of reserved-ticket

offices, investigation, analysis and identification of matters that act as

impairments in the purchase of tickets, elucidation of matters with

respect to which customers are not satisfied, and finally move on to a

system for supporting ticket window operation, improving the

function of ticket issuance other than at the ticket windows, and

achieving the concierge function.

With respect to network ticketing, since ticket information is held on

a network, the name 'network ticket' has been used.  In the process

prior to making a reservation, a link is produced between the

individual's IC tag and the ticket information and the customer is able

to enter or exit through the ticket gate by just having this tag.  As a

result, by using the individual's IC tag as an ID key, not only will

entry and exit through the ticket gate be enabled but also services

such as provision of information as required will become possible.

Moreover, by viewing the customer as an itinerary, it is believed that

the generation of new railway services and peripheral services will be

enabled.  However, since there are numerous difficult issues including

technical issues that need to be resolved, this will be a project for the

future.

4.2 Smart Station

The smart station targets ease of understanding, ease of use, and

comfort.  Ease of understanding is achieved through the provision of

operational information to customers, the use of next generation signs

and guidance systems that utilize IT, and a system of station

navigation based on the specific circumstances of customers.  Ease of

use targets the alleviation of the burden of transporting baggage and

the achievement of a universal design for station facilities to provide

easier use including to senior citizens and physically or mentally

challenged people.  Comfort targets optimization of the temperature,

sound, odor and the visual environments.

The term 'Smart' as used in 'Smart Station' means 'intelligent' and this

name has been chosen since the demand for comfortable stations in

the future is an intelligent station that is capable of providing services

that correspond to the needs of each customer based on personal

position and desires.  Three element technologies are involved in

achieving this.  First, there is the formulation of a seamless network

including, for example, technology that allows communication using

only one terminal inside the station and outside the station,

technology for highly precise position identification in the station and

technology that enables providing information required by specific

individuals.  Based on such technologies, the services that are

envisioned include a new method for the provision of operational

information to each individual, navigation through the station (station

guidance), and the provision of information using Suica.

Technology for the detection of position in the station has been

identified to be the basis for everything in providing individualized

services.  Since there are many places where GPS cannot be used

inside a station, some different positioning technology is required.
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Systems that use two dimensional codes, RFID, infrared ray tags,

wireless LAN or Bluetooth are conceivable as such technology.  In

each case, the key is RFID or wireless technology.  RFID or infrared

tag is difficult to use but the amount of information processed is large

and it is believed that services with advanced functions will be

enabled.

The system for providing operational information will be explained as

an example of the services provided.  Customers may be in the

station, on a train, or outside the railway space and under the current

system, announcements are provided through the public address

system or LED signs in the station and via the Internet to customers

outside the railway space. However, there are such issues as, in the

case of the public address system, the announcements not being

reproducible or adequate and not providing real time information on

the operation of trains while the current LED signs provide

information only in writing and the information is difficult to

understand and the method of displaying transport using an alternate

route to the destination requires improvement.  In the future, the

intention is to promote research on the provision of real time

information from the train operation management system, on

improving interface with the user and on the content of transport

using an alternate route to the destination.

The information agent supplements the guidance work in the station

and plays the three roles of providing transfer guidance, guidance on

the station compound and the vicinity of the station, and guidance on

operational information.  The ease of visual recognition of the device

has been enhanced and unitization of the device has been enabled.

Operational information utilizes the information that is provided over

the Internet and by adding map information to character information

and the system has been made easier for the customer to understand.

Guidance on transfers provides the ideal route when the destination

station is input and also provides guidance on the platform for

boarding and map information on the route for reaching the platform.

Field tests were conducted at Ueno station from November of last

year to February of this year.  Based on such tests, further

improvements are in the works towards practical application of the

system.

In the area of provision of information from the train operation

management system, particularly during times of abnormal train

operations, in order to resolve the inadequacy of information

provided to customers, the provision of on-track information in real

time is being researched.  While currently there is a system for

providing character information from the train operation management

system to the PDA (mobile terminal) of the station, the intention is to

put in place a visual system for provision of information to general

customers through the use of displays installed in the station, mobile

information terminals, and over the Internet.

One example of development for the transmission of operational

information based on the position of the specific individual will be

introduced here.  This system utilizes GPS and transmits the departure

guide of trains from the nearest station to mobile phones.  Through

simple operation of a mobile phone that is equipped with a GPS

function, the nearest station is determined from the positional

information and the train schedule at this station is obtained and

displayed in a departure guide format that is easiest for the customer

to understand.  Through the adoption of this system, the customer

will be able to use time effectively and will be provided with

information on the distance to the station.  In the future, this will

constitute content of the mobile Suica and allow the provision of real
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time operational information to improve passenger convenience

further.

With respect to the next generation signs and information provision

systems utilizing information technology, since the introduction of the

guidance sign system in 1990, development and improvement has

progressed gradually but the opinion that such a system is difficult to

understand still persists.  There are two directions for future

development.  One direction is the proposal and development of a

next generation guide sign.  Today, provision of variable information

is generally accomplished using LEDs but as a new display device,

the intention is to promote the development of the use of such

systems as liquid crystal and the promising organic EL technology.

The other direction is a system of providing information that takes

into consideration the flow of passenger traffic.  Customers voice the

opinion that, for example, with Shinkansen, since there are various

formats for transport, the platform and boarding entrance are difficult

to understand.  For this reason, in order to resolve this, the intention

is to achieve station space that is seamless, smooth, and easy to

understand through this system that takes into consideration the flow

of passenger traffic.

Next, the explanation will be on navigation.  There are two methods

of navigation, a method whereby information is provided to the

customer's mobile terminal by wireless and a method whereby a fixed

terminal is installed in the station to provide information based on

some operation initiated by the customer.  The system that will be

explained today is the latter and we have named this 'Cochira'.  This

is a system that provides navigation to customers who do not have a

mobile terminal.  The system involves the Cochira terminal that is

networked with respect to various specific destinations providing

guidance to the final destination when Suica is held up based on

information on the position of the specific passenger.  In a recent

development, an element of playfulness has been incorporated in the

design and in the bending of the arrow at the extremity.  In use

outside the station, navigation at event grounds and museums can

also be conceived.  The IC Card World will be held at Big Site for

four days from March 1 to March 4 and the system is scheduled to be

used at the site for guidance purposes and from tomorrow, the system

will be installed at the Suica campaign in Ueno Station.  We hope you

will have the time to see the system for yourself at these events.

In order to show the image of a Smart Station in an easy to

understand manner, a computer graphic presentation has been

prepared.  In the first instance, the customer has a terminal that is like

Suica with a wireless display device and navigates using wireless

communication with the station.  The terminal displays an arrow, the

direction and the distance.  The next is the image that the customer is

consulting with the Cochira as explained before.  Next, turning left

the customer comes to the information agent.  After confirming
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operational information here, the customer walks straight to the ticket

gate.  Here it says that the customer will be going to the rapid service

platform of the Chuo Line and when the customer reaches a specified

point, the arrow changes and the customer climbs the stairs.  The

guidance from the platform is for when alighting from the train and

moving on the platform based on the destination.  The IC tag

information that is attached to the guide sign on the platform is read

into the terminal and the image involves moving without hesitation to

the destination using this information.

4.3 Secure Station 

Here, a hazard detection system that uses monitored visuals will be

introduced.  This is a system that detects phenomenon that may lead

to a hazardous situation using an existing monitoring camera.  In

congested situations, the system detects the stagnation and flow of

people and when stagnation dominates and movement is inadequate,

an alarm is sounded.  The intention is for this alarm to be sent

immediately to the controller or station staff in order for measures to

be taken without delay.

4.4 Eco Station 

A station that is environment compliant refers to a station that uses

element technologies in energy savings, introduces energy

management, and effectively uses natural energy.  In large space such

as a station, it is believed that the effective use of natural energy is

appropriate.  For example, research is being undertaken for the use of

air conditioning only in certain places where the comfort of air

conditioning is required while use of air conditioning in other places

will be limited to the extent that this does not cause discomfort.  A

simulation was carried out on the effect of the use of natural draft.  In

a location without windows at a certain station, the temperature at the

platform was about 2.5 degrees higher than the ambient external

temperature.  When what is called a louvered opening measuring 1

meter in height and 20 cm in width comprised of a series of angled

vanes aligned horizontally was installed, the temperature at the

platform became about the same as that of the outside and a draft

was created indicating the effectiveness of improvement of the

environment through the use of such an opening.

4.5 Creation of Space Below and Above the Tracks

Technical development towards the creation of space for providing

services in a station using artificial foundation ground is underway.

Among these, an example of the improvement of the occupancy

environment and cost reduction on artificial foundation ground under

viaducts will be explained.  The suspended vibration isolation method

has been applied to a hotel in Maihama with excellent results but

since this method suspends the entire structure under the elevated

tracks, if there is no leeway in the viaduct, it is not possible to

suspend the structure and the scope of use of the method is limited.

Recently a new method whereby only the roof and walls are
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suspended has been reviewed.  By minimizing the parts to be

suspended and thus achieving lighter weight, the target is to increase

the scope of use.  While the results are not entirely on the level of the

hotel, it is believed that space that is adequate for use as general

offices may be provided in numerous cases.

4.6 Marketing that Targets the Enhancing of the Value of

Stations

Research into marketing targets the improvement of convenience and

comfort and the creation of new values from the perspective of

consumers and customers.  As concrete examples, route specific

marketing research is being conducted on the enhancement of the

values of the route along the Chuo Line area and the Shonan Shinjuku

Line and research is also being conducted on the formulation of the

future concept of station space and facilities at Tokyo Station.

Moreover, as high value addition for existing lines, the intention is to

research the future transport services and vehicle concept for the

Joban Line and Chuo Line and in the investigation and research that is

in line with management issues, the intention is to promote research

on the creation of new indices for customer satisfaction and the

behavioral awareness of Suica users.  Moreover, as basic investigation

and the development of the foundation for research, the intention is

to continue consumer marketing and laboratory work on the

database.

Enhancement of convenience and comfort from the perspective of the

customer

Investigation and research into the perspective of the customer

The role of the research institute in the creation of a new station will

always be the targeting of the achievement of New Frontier 2008 from

the perspective of the customer.  Moreover, since this is a research

institute, it is our intention to be involved in research and

development that always looks forward to what lies beyond.
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Improvement of the occupancy environment and cost reduction on artificial foundation ground below and above elevated tracks

The entire structure below 
the elevated tracks is suspended

Existing suspended isolation structure

In the event there is no leeway in the viaduct, 
it is not possible to suspend the structure.

Only the roof and walls of 
the structure are suspended

The proposed method

My minimizing the suspended parts, lighter weight 
is achieved and the scope of application increases.

Marketing that Targets the Enhancing of the Value of Stations
Route specific marketing
Chuo Line Area Enhancement of 

convenience and 
comfort from 
the perspective 
of the customer

Investigation and 
research into the
 perspective of 
the customer

Enhancement of the value of the routes
– User evaluation of measures –Shonan Shinjuku Line, etc.

Investigation and research that conforms to management issues
Research on the creation of new indices for customer satisfaction
Investigation into the behavioral awareness of Suica users

Basic investigation and basic foundation for research

Consumer marketing, laboratory work on the database

Investigation and research with respect to prioritized stations
The future of the Tokyo station 
compound with emphasis on design

Formulation of a concept for the station space and facilities
– User evaluation of measures –

High value addition to existing lines

Joban Line, Chuo Line, etc. Formation of the future transport 
service and vehicle concept

Conclusion5


